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Since P.W.Anderson’s article in Science (1972), there has been recognition that complex
systems may differ dramatically from the linear limit of their components. In
thermodynamics, such observables would be characterized as containing (possibly extreme)
nonadditive contributions. From a dynamic (or nonequilibrium) perspective, such behavior
“emerges” in an unexpected fashion in the sense that it is not readily apparent when
investigating smaller components of the complex system. The application of these concepts
from physics to materials science has recently been recognized in molecular-scale assemblies.
Material nanoscience research has matured to the point that its practitioners modify
components at the molecular level and where perhaps pairwise interactions are well-known.
Nevertheless, emergent properties arise that cannot fully be explained by an understanding of
these isolated components. Physical chemistry lies rightly in the middle of this, and has a
significant role to play in the development and application of these ideas. This symposium
will bring together experimentalists and theoreticians in material science, physics and
physical chemistry in order to integrate their efforts towards the understanding of the
emergence of function (at whatever length scale) due to the collective nonlinear interactions
within molecular assemblies.

Three targeted subtopics will be specifically addressed:
(1) Nanoparticle Self-Assembly
(2) Bioassemblies, Biomaterials and Microfluidics
(3) Molecular Electronics and Electronic and Magnetic Materials
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